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ORGANIZER
Water Polo and Swimming Club “JADRAN” Herceg Novi.
The Water Polo Club JADRAN as organizer – invites your water polo teams to take part in water
polo training camp in Herceg Novi – Montenegro.
Address:
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web:
FB:

Setaliste pet Danica 34.
85340 HERCEG NOVI
Montenegro
+382 31 322 406
+382 31 323 558
+382 31 322 809
pvkjadran@t-com.me
www.pvkjadran.com
http://www.facebook.com/pvkjadran
TRAINING FACILTY

Outdoor swimming pool “JADRAN” (33 x 25 m) is new swimming pool opened in July 2012,
owned and completely managed by club. It is located in the heart of the city, in city harbor where
first swimming pool was built in year 1926. Swimming pool is fully equipped for swimming and
water polo trainings as well as competitions. (more photos attached)
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TRAINING CAMP AND CALENDAR
The swimming pool will be open in period 1st April – 31st October, and upon your request the
training camp can be organized in any period of time. Our club has all man water polo teams,
from senior team to team boys born 2010 that are available for sparing games each day.
Currently we are collecting request of interests for different teams from different countries and
during the summer period we will organize several deferent tournaments especially for junior
and youth teams. Woman teams are also welcomed on training camp. During your stay in
Herceg Novi our water polo coaches will be ready to assist your coaches during your training
camp. Also during your stay we can organize friendly matches with other water polo teams in
towns near Herceg Novi such as: Kotor, Budva or Dubrovnik.

ACCOMODATION
Upon your request we are ready to organize accommodation for your teams in hotel of different
categorize (4****, 3***) or private accommodation (single, double rooms and apartments) on full
board base. Majority of accommodation is located in walking distance from the swimming pool.

TRANSPORTATION
For your arrival and departure you can use 3 airports: Tivat (22 km from Herceg Novi), and
Dubrovnik (27 km from Herceg Novi) and Podgorica (98 km from Herceg Novi). Our club is ready
to organize airport-hotel-airport transfers for your team.

FREE TIME ACCTIVITIES
During your stay in Herceg Novi we can organize for you different activities in free time such us:
boat excursions, bus excursions, other sport activities: football, basketball, sailing…or
something else upon your request.
PRICES
Upon your request that has to include: period in wich you would like to visit us, number of
persons in group, age group, training schedule you would like to have...we will provide you with
price that will include accomodation on full bord base, transfers, usage of swimming pool.

WATER POLO CLUB JADRAN
Water polo Club “Jadran” – the oldest Water polo Club in the country was founded in far 1926.
In its eight years long tradition the club has made the immeasurable contribution to
development of water polo in our country and being like this takes the significant place of our
sport.
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In 91 yeras of existence, the club was a national champion for 13 times. Besides 13 titles of
national champion, water polo players from Jadran keep a record of successes even in cup
competitions with same number of cup titls as well as of Adriatic League.
Apart from the abovementioned results in
senior competition, WC Jadran has been
winning much recognition in cadet and junior
age, which gives it rightfully the epithet of
“nursery of water polo talents”.
In 1996 “Jadran” sets for the first time at
European club competitions and from that
time it plays in full tewnti years the
significant role in European water polo
evident in newest rank lists of European
water polo organizations.
Senior and Junior Jadran WP team – summer 1927.

When one club has behind its name 91 years of continuation, it is almost the whole history. Just
this could be said for “Jadran”, a club founded in 1926 and makes a part of Herceg – Novi
history whereby it sprouted out, was growing, sharing a time with its town bringing it a joy of
sport’s victories and sorrow of defeats. Though out this and such “Jadran” has passed 90
generations of swimmers and water polo players giving it a part of themselves, their youth and
tale for history and forthcoming generations. During its 91 years “Jadran” has given many
members of national team – well known names of our water polo, and above all: Vladimir
Gojkovic, Boris Zlokovic, Predrag Jokic, Aleksandar Ivovic, Milos Scepanovic, Nikola Vukcevic,
Aleksandar Radovic …

Jadran – Winner of Adriatic League 2010/2011.

Today, every day approximately 350 young boys train in water polo club Jadran. Youth and
junior teams of Jadran are one of the best in Europe what confirm excellent results and wining
gold medals on domestic and international competitions. Jadran provide majority of Montenegro
national team players in selections that are actual champions in following competitions:
European Senior Championship, FINA World League, European Junior Championship, FINA
junior world championship.
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HERCEG NOVI
At the entrance, of one of the most beautiful
bays in the world, of Boka Kotorska and the foot of
the slopes of Orjen (1892m) town of Herceg Novi is
strategically
located.
City of Herceg Novi is the administrative, cultural,
and economic center for the county of Herceg Novi.
County covers an area of 235 sq km and is
inhabited by 42.000 inhabitants. County of Herceg
Novi extends between the Debeli Brijeg, border
crossing with Croatia, and Verige, the narrowest
passage in the bay of Boka Kotorska. City of Herceg
Novi has 20.000 inhabitants. The exact geographical coordinates for the city of Herceg Novi: lat.
N. 42 27; long E. 18 33. Just a few of the stunning topographic features are:
 mountain Orjen (1.895m) with distinguished skiing facilities
 littoral spurs Dobrostica (1.570M) and Radostak (1.441m)
 Obosnik (586m) the highest peak on peninsula Lustica
Average depth of the water in the bay is 27,8 m, maximum depth is 61m.
Since 1997 bay of Boka Kotorska has officially joined the Association of 28 most beautiful bays
in the world.

There are cities much older than Herceg-Novi.
There are more beautiful and luxurious locations.
There are cities that we might long for, as something clandestine, unattainable, unreachable...
However, there is no city so easy to belong to as HERCEG NOVI!
www.hercegnovi.cc
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MONTENEGRO
Montenegro – the pearl of the Mediterranean, unique
in many ways is situated in the south of the Adriatic.
There is nowhere else that you can find, in such a
small place, so much natural wealth, beauty, mild
beaches, clear lakes, fast rivers and gorgeous
mountains – like you can in the small country of
Montenegro. In the morning you can wake up along the
beautiful Adriatic coast, have lunch on the banks of
Skadar Lake, and enjoy the evening walks in the
Montenegrin Mountains. Montenegro is a place that
cannot leave you indifferent.
Montenegro is not only an excellent choice for your
holidays, Montenegro has many other remarkable
characteristics: history, culture, tradition, good weather conditions, clean air, beautiful nature,
blue Adriatic Sea ... Everyone should visit Montenegro sometime.

This little country is part of the Balkans and part of the
Mediterranean, near Serbia, Bosnia, Croatia, Italy and
Albania. Despite its small size there are so many contrasts
and so much natural beauty. Don't forget to take your
camera because in Montenegro every view is like a photo
from you dreams. You don't even need to stage your photos;
just click and you can put the most beautiful photos from
your holidays in your album

Montenegro is certainly one of the most interesting
spots in the world. Even though it covers solely
around 14.000 km2 and it only has about 670.000
citizens, its contribution to the world cultural
heritage is impressive comparing its size ...
Montenegro is a southern European and a
Mediterranean country. It is one of the most
southern European states and it comes out on the
south part of the Adriatic Sea. About 500km from
Rome, 1.500 km from Paris, and Berlin, and about
2.000km west from Moscow, Montenegro lies on the
Balkan Peninsula in the very heart of Europe.
Montenegro – Breathtaking Beauty!
www.visit-montenegro.com
www.montenegro.com
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